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""All Go" (full scale) exchange. In SATAN II, after
"'-tering the last piece of meaningful data on a line, all

fi f 'owing "0" data values on that line may be omitted. Two
h.n:lred decisions (DECISN) may--be entered and up to 50
recporses (ACTION) specified.

TARGET ACQUISITION PROCEDURE

The acquisition of a target, as treated in the SATAN II Model,
implies that enough information con cerning an opposing target
has been received, processed, and analyzed so that the target
has been identified and its apparent position computed with
sulfficient accuracy to permit the planning of fire missions.
Error in known target position is gamed. This error describe=
a circle around the target within which the apparent target
location will be located 50 percent of the time. If the
error is to be applied, the computed apparent location is
carried forward in the event list instead of the actual tar-
get location. The acquisitibn procedure creates a ;ist of
targets that can be fired upon.

Simulation of Target Acquisition

At the beginning-of each hour of simulated conflict a
probal-lity of acquisition is applied to each of the targets
thit is not currently acquired. A random number is chosen
and compared with this acquisition probability. If the num-
ber is greater than the acquisition probability, the target
is not acquired. If the number is less than or equal to
the acquisition probability, the target is acquired. Once
a target has been acquired the next step is to assign a time
of acquisition. The assumption is made that the target could
have been acquired with equal probability at any minute during
the hour, and the time of acquisition is assigned by randomly
selecting a minute within the coming hour. The next step
determines the length of time, in minutes, that the target
will remain acquired. A random selection from a list of
acquisition duration times is made, and an acquisition dura-
tion time iaýasasociated with the target. The end product of
the entire process is a list of targets that have been acquired,
with a time and a length of acquisition automatically assigned
to each of the acquired targets.
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Determination of the Acquisition ,robability

The player, using input data (ACQFAC array), creates up to
five acquisition zones on each side of the FEBA. He states,
for example, that Blue acquisition zone I will cover the Red
force area from the F.VBA to 3 kilometers to the rear, acqui-
sition zone 2 w:ill cover the area from 3 to 8 kilometers from
the FEBA, etc. Then for each target type by zone the player
inputs a basic rate of acquisition which reflects the probable
percantage of targets of this type in that zone that will be
acquired in an hour. If the basic acquisition probability
applied by Blue forces to Red targets in acquisitic., zone 1
is input as 10 percent, for example, Blue will accuire about
10 percent of the Red target types in zone 1 each hour. This
does not mean, however, that at the end of 10 hours Blue will
have acquired all of the Red tiarget types in zcne 1, since
targets are "lost" for various reasons, as is explained in a
following section.

This basic probability of acquisition by target type and zone
can be modified by factors for darkness, terrain, and weather..
The player can input values for each of these factors that
will degrade the basic target acquisition probability simulating
conditions of decreased visibility.

*ro sum up, the probability of acquiring a target is determined
by means of the formula:

Acquisition probability = basic probability of the target's
type for the zone in which the
target is located x darkness
factor x terrain factor x
weather factor1

At the player's option, all, some, or none of the modifying
factors can bz used.

Determination of Target Duration Times

When a target is acquired, the length of time it w.a.ll remain
acquired is determined. The model requires that the player
input four points representing a distribution of duration
times for each acquisition zone of each side. Each time a
target is acquired, the duration times for the zcne in which
the target is located is entered at random and a duration
time obtained. This duration time can be modified, at the
player's option, by a tar,-ct-type factor similar to that
"described in the section on acquisition probabilities.
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REPQoIT04 (Fire Retort) (continued)

Print
Field V-Numbeer tem Desoription.

15 V13 RPLCHN The launcher number within unit
of the launcher firing on this
target

16 Vie RPLXCO The X-coordinate, in 10's of
meters, of the AGZ for this fire

17 V19 RPLYCO The Y-coordinate, in 10's of
meters, of the AGZ for this fire

18 V14 RIENSYS The weapon system type of the
weapon utilized against this
target

i9 V15 RPYELD The yield, in kilotons, of this
weapon system

20 V22 RPDHOB Desired HOB (0/low, i/high)

21 V33 RPAHOB Actual HOB, in meters

2 V34 RPTRND Total rounds scheduled to be
fired

23 V35 RPCRND Current round fired

24 V23 RPRWDE Radius of effect for prompt
casualties to protected personnel

25 V21 RPPPAM Preplanned fire marker (0/no,
1/fire at target or specified
coordinates, 2/fire at arget
complex, 6/fire at harrd.ers)

26-27 Not used

28 V24 RPFABR Reason for failure (0 or l/success-
ful, 2/normal fire abort, 3/air
weapon abort, 5/air sorties lost
pre-target, 9/air weapon success-
ful, sortie killed post-target,
ll/air weapon abort, sortie
killed post-target, 13/delayed
fire report because of decision)

67 CH-3
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REPORT 04 (Fire Report) (continued)

Print
Field V-Number Item Description

29 V25 RPPERS Weapon system (1/Ground, 2/Air,
3/ADM)

30-35 Not used
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;WPORT 05 (Daxage)

;iel.d V-Number Item Description

1 Vol RPTIME Cycle time, in minutes

2 V02 RPCODE Report code 5

3 V03 RPSIDE Numerical designation of this
target's side (1/Blue, 2/Red)

4 V04 RPSECT The numerical designation of
the sector in which this target
is located

5 V06 RPDPAR The numerical designation of the
deployment area in which this
target is located

6 V05 RPZONE Target zonie

7 V07 RPTLVL 2his target's unit echelon level

8 V08 RPTUNT The numerical identification of
this target's unit

9 V09 RPTGTN This target's number within unit

10 VIo RPTTYP This target type

11 V16 RPTXCO Target X-coordinate, in 10's of
meters, actual location

12 V17 RPTYCO Target Y-coordinate, in 10's of
meters, actual location

13 Vll RPLLVL The launcher's (firing on this
target) unit echelon level

14 V12 RPLUNT The launcher's (firing on this
target) unit identification

15 V13 RPLCHN The launcher's (firing on this
target) number within unit

16 V18 RPLXCO The X-coordinate, in 10's of
meters, of the launcher

17 V19 RPLYCO The Y-coordinate, in 10's of
meters, of the launcher
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ACQFAC Items:

Heading & Min Max
Columns Entry Description

Format N/A N/A The card format name
1-6 is ACQFAC

Indices

Zone 1 5 The numerical identi-
10 fication of this zone

Side 1 2 The numerical identi-
14 fication of this side

(I/Blue, 2/Red)

Degradation
Factors for:

Weather 0.00 1.00 Degradation to acqui-
20-23 sition probability for

current weather condi-
tions

Terrain 0.00 1.00 Degradation to acqui-
25-28 sition probability

for terrain

Darkness 0.00 1.00 Degradation to acqui-
30-33 sition probability

for darkness

Duration
Loss Time

Five Percent 0 2880 Number of minutes of
Loss duration after which
40-43 five percent of the

acquired targets will
have been lost

20 Percent 0 2880 Number of minutes of
Loss duration after which
45-48 20 percent of the

acquired targets will
have been lost
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ACQFAC Items (continuc-.)):

Heading & Min Max
Columns Entry Entry Description

50 Percent 0 2880' Number of minutes of
Loss duration after which
50-53 50 percent of the

acquired targets will
have been lost

100 Percent 0 2880 Number of minutes of
Loss duration after which
55-58 all of the acquired

targets will have
been lost

iZone 0 300000 The distance from
I Distance \ FEBA to rear boundary

60-65 of this zone, in 10's
of meters*

Circlc 0.00 i0.UC Modification factor
Probable for Circular Probable
Error Error (CPE). If
67-71 applicable, this fac-w-

tor will modify the
CPEL abouL the target
location, from TRCIAAR
array (l.0O if
unaltered basic error
is to apply)

(A sample ACQFAC input form is in figure 31.)

A

*Enter zero in these columns for the fifth zone.
The dist,& -e will be computed by the mo-el automatically.
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Tnstructions for Preparing BARLST Ar-ray

1. Enter in columns 1-6 the array name BARLST.

2. Enter in columns 8-10 the barrier numbe.-. (ards should
be numbered sequentially, oeginning with 1.

3. Enter in column 20 the side on which this barrier is
located using 1 for Blue and 2 for Red.

4. Enter in columns 22-23 the sector in which this barrier
'Ls located.

5. Enter in columns 25-26 the number of points in this
barrier.

6. Enter in column 28 the code specifying the side this
barrier will impede when in its positive status. Use
a 0 if neither side, 1 fnr Blue, 2 for Red, 3 for both.

7. Enter in column 30 the barrier's initial status; 0
indicates a negative or non-impeding barrier, and 1
indicates a positive or impeding barrier'.

8. Enter in colu•mns 32-33 the minimum number of points
which must be broken to reverse the status of the barrier.



r!

BARLST Items:

Heading & Min Max
Columns Entry Entry Description

Format N/A N/A' The card format name
1-6 is BARLST

Index 1 200 Barrier number
8-10

Side 1 2 Barrier side (1/3lue,
20 2/Red)

Sector 1 10 Sector in which barrier

22-23 is located

Points 1 50 Number of points in
25-26 this barrier

Impede 0 3 Side which will be
28 impeded by this barrier,

if any (0/neither,
1/Blue, 2/Red, 3/both)

Condition 0 1 This barrier is negative
30 or positive (0/negative,

i/positive)

Point to 1 50 Number of points which,
Break if broken, will reverse
32-33 the condition of the

barrier

(A sample BARLST input form is in figure 35.)

108 Cli- 3
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MOVRAT Items:

Heading & Min MVA.
Columns Entry Entry Description

Format N/A N/A The card format
1-6 name is MOVRAT

Index 1 10 The sequential line
9-10 number

Move 0 32 The move rate, in
Rata kilometers per day
20-21

Ratio 1.00 8.00 Ratio of current23-26 absolute personnel
strength of attacker
versus defender side

(A sample MOVRAT input form is in figure 51.)

I
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Instractions for Preopr~nz PUPWN Arr! $j O|
•,~1 is ,l

14. Enter in coluons 63-68 the X'oooriA0 00,6 o ,•
meteres, if this fire in at a coord!-aati.." If 40tntr
0 in column 68. ." .-.

15. Enter in columns 70-75 the Y-cooodnaAtee An ).'O of /
meters, if this fire iat a coordiatO. It not, eOptq.1.. I
0 in column 75.

16. Enter in columns 77-79 the batzrx aib•o°'fo which th.s:
ADM is intended.

OtP
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PMZPW Ite a

Reading iMa
Colum"* Ma Etr Depaription

Format H N/A 1he cord format name
1-6 :L PIMPLN

* n~ez '1 200 The seqaential line
8-10 number

Side ". . 2 The numerical identifi-
20 cation of the target's

side (1/Blue, 2/Red)
Sector - 10 AThe sector number

22-23

Time of, 1440 Time of fire, in minutes,
Fire from start of cycle
25-28

Launcher 1 100 The launcher type
Type
30-32

Weapon 1 50 The weapon system type
System
34-35

Yield 0.01 2000.00 The weapon yield, in
37-43 kilotonc

HG. 0 1 Height of Burst (0/low,45 ]/.h

Target If preplanned fire at
coordinates, these
entries wili be zero

unit 0 400 Target anit identifi-
47-49 cation numsber

Number 0 400 Target number within unit
51-53

Type 0 200 Target type
55-57
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UNIT - •'TT[1TT APPIV'

The r.TUNIT array provides data ea.oribing each division#
Corps, and aruy in the game. Who data inoludes unit
identifiers, oerronnel iata, and off-tar~t personnel
and truck data.

The unit is identified by a unit identification nuberl.
echelc. level of army, corps? or dilisiiny saide an& sector
to whLch it- is assigned.
The Apit-a auth r!.zd as well as initial persomel strength
define ehe overall capability of the unit. A&peroentage
of casualties which would cause the unit to withdraw is
inCluded.

* While mosL personnel and equipwant are considered to be
,asgPiifed to targetl and target oolegxes, it is recoginied
that a unit i:.ay .have additional' personnel and trucks that
are not si tisposed. These itea -re- -eflected in STUNIT
as numbers of off-target personnel and trucks and are
assumed to be uniformly dintributed throughout the unit's
area of responsibJlity.

OnG deck of STUNIT cards must be prepared for each SATAN II
game. E;ach card in the deck carries the data relat 4 ng to
one ltniL.

193
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Iagtzuaticong fo.;. gragarirag LTWNZ, ta~

1. Enter in columns 1-6 the array. name STUNIT.

2. STUNIT is indexed by unit number. Enter in coluimr s
F 8-10 the numeridal .desigaitioWnof the unit for which .
F, the data of this antry applien.

3. Enter in -colian 20 th" e•o'ialon level of this unit.

C-4 Enter -in column '12-23 the sectobr in which this unit
is assigned.

5. Enter in co4-virm -25 the side (I/Blue, 2/Red) to which
'thisp unit- is.. assigned..

6. Enter in ctlumns 27-32 th•i• nit's Table o- OrganizaLiOn.
and Equipment (TOE) strength.

7. Enter in cmlwmns 34-36.this- unit's:percent of TOE
strength at the start of the 'gdme.'

8. Enter in columns 38-40 the perctQf #s ti _"to
-TOE i t abo-vewhich this unit will be withdrawn.-

9. Enter in columns 42-47 the nzmýber of peeonn con-.
sidered as off-target personnel.

10. Enter in columns 49-52 the numbcr of trucks cont-idered
to ba off-target.
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TCLM_ W tews

floading M lin Kmx

Format ?/A f/A ch ard format name

Index 1 The sequential linA
8-10 nuwtr

class 1 200 htse entrxys ar get
20-22 class

Level 0 .3 The weapon system echelon
24 level that ay U c-

,.itted against this tar-
get (0/air, I/division,
2/corps,-. 3//amy)

Launcher 100 The desired launcher
26-28 t pe that may be ca-

:Itted against this
target. lLama

WeaponI1 50 The "desired weapon 4y8-
30-31 ten nuaber to be

utilised against this
target class

Yield C.01 2000.00 Weapon yield, in
33-59 kilotons

maximum 1 8 The maximum number of
AOU•sa rounds to .e.:fzred at
41 this target olN.-

I1injnw 1 The minimum hnike*r of
Round3 rounds acoeptable
43 against this target class

(A ',uple TCILASS input, form is in figure 58.)

207 CH-3
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InstriCtions for Preparing THEATR ArLay

L. Elnter in columns 1-6 the array name THEATR.

2. Enter in column 10 the sequential line number of this
• ii no.

3, Thoatar coordinatee that define the field of operationa
are defined by their' right and left front and right and
Sleft rear coordinates. These coordinates are those
determined by a player standing within the Blue side of
the theater facing the FEBA. blue side in always the side
closer to the X-axis. Enter in columns 20-25 the X-coor-
dinate of the right front corner, in 10's of meters.

4. Enter in columns 27-32 the Y-coordinate of the right
fro: corner of the theater, in 10's of meters.

j. 4.ntcr in columns 34-39 the X-coordinate of the left front
cornr-.r of the theater, in 10's of meters.

6. Enter in columns 41-46 the Y-coordinate of the left front
corner of the theater, in 10's of meters.

7. Enter in columns 48-j3 thu X-coordinate of the right rear
corner of the thbater, in 10's of meters.

8. Enter in columns 55-bO the Y-coordinate of the right rear
ccrner of the theater, in 10's of meters.

9. Enter in columns 62-67 the X-coordinate of the left rear
corner of the theater, in 10's of meters.

10. Enter in columns 69-74 the Y-coordinate of the left rear
corner of the theater, in 10's of meters.

11. Enter in columns 76-77 the total number of sectors that
will be assigned. Sectors are numbered from left to right
as you stand on the Blue side facing the FEBA.

219



THEATR Items:

Heading & Mn Max
Columns Entr Entry Description

Format N/A N/A The card format
1-6 name is THEATR

Index N/A 1 Line number
10

Theater Right and left front,
Coordinates right and left rear

theater coordinates
are those positions
determined by a
player standing within
the Blue side of the
theater facing the
FEBA

X-Right 0 300000 X-coordinate of
Front theater right front
20-25 corner, in 10's of

meters (point C)

Y-Right 0 300000 Y-coordinate of
Front theater right front
27-32 corner, in 10's of

meters (point C)

X-Left 0 300000 X-coordinate of
Front theater left front34-39 corner, in 10's of

meters (point D)

Y-Left03Y-coordinate 0of
Front theater left front
41-46 corner, in 10's of

meters (point D)

X-Riqht 0 300000 X4-coordinate of
Rear theater right rear
48-53 corner, in 10's of

meters (point B)

SY-Right 0 300000 Y-coordinate of
-:Rear theater right rear
S55-60 corner, in 10's of

meters (point B)
(See figure 5, page 16.) o20 CH-3
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1 )

CO I2 till.!: Gi _.I.•. - E •n t ry. D0.sc r i i.o__n

-,: ft. 0 300000 X-coordinate of
H,.:a r theater loft rear
",2- ~ cornor# in 10's of

meters (point A)

Y-loft 0 300000 Y-cowrdinate of
Rear theator left rear
69-74 corner, in 10'si

of meters (point A)

Number i0 The number of sect:or.-
of Sectors in theater
76-77

, 1 -- ,,:'iATR input form is in figure b3.)
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I,.
TARGET CHARACTERISTICS - TRCHAR ARRAY

The TRCHAR array provides the attributes for each target
type in a game. Each target is described primarily by its
target type. The characteristics of a target that are
included are its sizel number, posture style, and casualty
limit of its personnel; numbers and types of equipmenti its

* nuclear capability, if anyl intelligence factors, and a
grouping by functions for bargraph purposes.

A target is considered a circular area; TRCHAR provides the
radius for each target type.

The number of personnel is given as an absolute number; the
posture of these is given by reference to a posture as
described in the TPRDIS array. The casualties which, when
sustained, prevent further operation of the target is given
as a percentage of full target personnel strength.

The equipment assigned to the target is spelled out as the
niuber of tanks, APC's, conventional artillery, aircraft,
SAM's, and trucks. Also, if it has a nuclear capability,
the type of launcher is listed. A given target may have only
one nuclear launcher.

The intelligence factors give the values to be used in
determining the errors in locating and assessing damage
to the target.

Target types carry a reference to the target's function
which may be maneuverable, artillery, reserve, or other.
This reference is for plotting only.

One deck of TRCHAR cards must be prepared for each SATAN II
game. Each card in the deck carries the data relating to
one target type.

227 CH-3
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Instructions for Preparing TRCHAR Array

1. Enter in columns 1-6 the format name TRCHAR.

2. Enter in columns 8-10 the target type. TRCHAR is
indexed on this element.

3. Enter in columns 20-24 this target type's radius, in
meters.

4. Enter in columns 26-29 the number of personnel assigned
to this target type.

5. Enter in columns 31-33 the number of tanks assigned to
this target type.

•. Enter in columns 35-37 the number of APC's assigned to
this target type.

7. Enter in colunns 39-41 the number of conventional
artillery pieces assigned to this target type.

8. Enter in columns 43-45 the number of aircraft assigned
to this target type.

9. Enter in columns 47-49 the number of surface-to-air
missiles assigned to this target type.

10. Enter in columns 51-53 the number of trucks assigned tc:
this target type.

11. Enter in columns 55-57 the percent of personnel casualties
which when sustained, causes this target type to cease
to iunction.

12. Enter in columns 59-60 the personnel posture pointer to
a lire of the TPRDIS array.

13. Enter in columns 62-64 the nuclear launcher type, if any,
for this target type. The launcher typc iiust have been
defined in the array CWCHAR.

14. E.nter in columns 66-69 the intelligence parameter CPEL,
in Teter7s, for this target type. The CPEL is the radius
of a circle with its center at the given target location.
The CPEL is associated with a dispersion of apparent loca-
tions around the given location which fall in a normal
distribution pattern. This meens that the app•arent
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WPHRItemes,

Heading & Min MaxColumn. Entry Entry Description
Format N/A N/A The card format name1-6 

is WPCHAR

Index
Weapon1Type 

50 The numerical identi-9-10 
fication of the weapon
system

Abort020-22 
100 Percent abort rate.If ADM, rate will

include failure toset ADM
Range

Minimum 0 100000 Minimum range, in 10's24-R 9 
of meters

Maximum 0 100000 Maximum range, in 10'sRange 
o31-36 Of Meters

CEP
Mid38-41 1000 CEP mid-range, in meters

Long 0 1000 CEP long-range, in meters43-46
Air0system 

1 Air weapons system48 
(0/no, 1/yes)

Time
Reload 0 100 Time, in minutes, to.50-52 

reload launcher. For

multifire air weapons,
time will be elapsed
time between releases
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WPCHAR Items (continued):

Heading & Min Max
Columns Entry Entry Description

Switch 0 100' Time, in minutes, to
54-56 switch warhead. Entry

will be zero f•ez air
weapon systems

Normal 0 300 Normal time to fire,
58-60 in minutes. Entry will

be minutes t- arrive over
target for a weapon
Ssystems

• PEI,

Mid 0 300 PEh mid-range, in meters
62-64

Max 0 600 PEh max-range, in meters
66-68

ADM 0 1 ADM marker (0/no, 1/yces)
70

(A sample WPCHAR input form is in figure 66.)
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Creates a geographic unit plot depicting the area
of the user-specified unit and relevant theater
and unit information.

QUERY

The QUERY program retrieves and summarizes data from the
SATAN II output (SIMOUT, MODOUT). The retrieval
criteria is specified by the user on. punched cards.
Several different car-d forms are used to describe stylized
requests:

Select data according to numerical limits

Print data by type and item

Tally data according to numerical limits

Sort the printed lines of output by up to 10
different key data items

Subtotal data by sort key categories

Generate items by arithmetic combinations of
subtotals and other generated items.

The QUERY program produces printed reports. The contents
of these reports are controlled by the different card forms
input by the user. It takes several card forms to describe
the specifications for one report. The program processes
the entire SATAN II output tape to produce one report. As
many reports as desired may be requested on one computer
run. Multiple reports are generated sequentially and are
independent of each other.

OUTSRT (Output Processor)

OUTSRT reads user control cards and an input game tape
(TRNOUT, SIMOUT, MODOUT). Sorts relevant information
according to user specifications and generates four
summary reports depicting the final status of the related
game cycle.
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GENII OB i

GENHOB is a routine whose only function is to preconpute
the values for and produce the HOBRAD array for SATAN II.
The array POINTS is prepared from data listed in FM 101- !

31-2 (ref. 1) as inpiut to GENHOB. Values produced by
GENHOB represent a condensed version of the weapons radii
of effects listed in FM 101-31-2 (ref. 1).

DECK CONFIGURATION I'OR SATCON (Executive Control)

There are 24 possiLla control cards in the set ior executive
control. Each card 14 ýontains the name of the pertinent sub-
system, the control card name, and one data item. Each coni-
trol card, except classification, has-a default value that
will be assumed i f that specific control card has not beei,
input. Control cards'may be input in any order. Each card
will be discussed individually as to its contents and its
relationship to other control cards. This set of control
cards is followed by the terminator END DATA. In additloit,
the executlve control program needs two input arrays CACTON
(page 110) and CDECSN (page 131) which control tne systemn
flow in and out of SATAN and ATLAS. These two tables are

liso followed b'. an END DATA control card.

SATCON Control Cards

Jne SA'JTCON control cards provide those constants -C lul rcd
kby individual modules. The card forma-, is stanclard. tjui~rit-,

eitries Must he rl~t -justified and alphabetic entries left
lust i ied.

Constants re,|uirLd for each module are listed L1l1,v. tnt :r
oniy those constants reý_juired for the module to be i:xecutýwlo.

ilod u le t }or, • CI aI t D~e scr ] pt ion

k.LASZ; IClass] fi cat.inoh
["[DLNT, S]'CRET, .J 51th•'

VEIRS()N Version naji-iL- 1r,,A it i, .jcim.

ATDAYS The maximum n.juii,., r oi-r A"i .A-
days to be play,:s

St 1 L( I.J? The maximum Jltn ,. I J K IA i

hours to be jla,..i
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REPORT TYPE Card

The user specifies by one control card which of the
15 possible REPORT arrays will be the basis of this
output report. Only one report type may be specified
on a REPORT TYPE cont~ro card. The card format is an
followst

columns Contents

1-.1REPORT TYPE

19-20 Report type number* any inteyer 1 through
UP, 13, 15, 16, or 21p right justified

SELECT ITEM Card

The selection of data for retrieval is controlled by
one or more SELECT ITEM cards. By means of these cards
the user formulates his query. A query is made up of
one or more simple or compound conditions, each of which
in turn may be made up of one or more simple conditions..

A simple condition is a single statement such asI:"In variable three greater than 27?" or "Is variable

Compound conditions aie a series of simple conditions
connected by the word "and." For example, the above
simple conditions may be joined to give the compound
condition: "Is variable three greater than 27, and
is variable five equal to 61?"

A query is made up of one or more simple or compound
conditions joined by the word "or." An example of
a query ist "Is variable three greater than 27 and
is variable five equal to 61; or is variable seven
loes than 121?"

The relationship between the variable and the limit
value is represented by two-letter abbreviations.
There are only six allowable combin~ations. They are:
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PRe' lat IORS1h i p
Abhreviat ion Meaning

EQ Equal to

NE Not equal to

LT Less than

GT Greater than

LE Less than or equal to

GE Greater than or equal to

SNo more than 100 simple conditions may be used in
making up one compound condition.

No more than 100 simple conditions may be used in
all compound conditions of a single query.

The number of compound conditions must not exceed
100.

Each SELFCT iTEM card contains one simple condition.

The card format is as follows:

Columns Contents

1-11 SELECT ITEM

15-16 Compound condition number, right justified.
The connection by the word "and" of simple
conditions on separate cards is accomplished
by giving them each the same condition num-
ber. The connection by th-eword "or" is
different condition numbers

Lf a count of ali records retrieved by ti
specified criteria is desired, enter 1.
Otherwise leave blank.

"22 V

23-24 Variable number, right justificd, which is
the subject of the simple condition. Page
286 lists the variable (V) nunm)crs associated-with the name of an item in a REPORT array
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